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In this paper we study the heat flow on sections of the complex and quaternion
line bundles associated to the Hopf fibration over complex and quaternionic projec-
tive space. These bundles are equipped with natural metrics and connections. We
represent solutions to the heat-equation by the expectation of an appropriate
stochastic functional on path space. This uses the stochastic parallel transport. We
obtain the first eigenvalue of the horizontal Laplacian by calculating conditional
expectations of the stochastic parallel transport. We use a stochastic argument
similar to a skew-product decomposition to reduce the problem to an ordinary dif-
ferential equation of SturmLiouville type. We find all eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions of this equation.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are concerned with the rate of decay of solutions to the
heat equation
&

t
u=
1
2
2Hu, u( } , 0)= f,
where u is a section of a fiber bundle U over a Riemannian manifold M.
In this case, the solution can be represented as
u(‘$)=E‘$[P&1t f (‘t)],
where ‘t is the Brownian motion in the underlying manifold M, and Pt is
the stochastic parallel transport along this Brownian motion. If we condi-
tion on ‘t , we can write
u(‘$, t)=|
M
E‘$[P&1t f (‘") | ‘t=‘"] pt (‘$, ‘") - h d‘",
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where pt is the scalar heat kernel and - h d‘" is the Riemannian volume
element.
Now, because of random holonomy effects, we will in general have that
|E‘$[P&1t f (‘t) | ‘t=‘"]|<| f (‘")|. (1)
That is, if we consider two Brownian paths from ‘$ to ‘", the parallel trans-
port of f along them will produce vectors of the same length (all connec-
tions are metric), but that are not parallel. Therefore, when averaging over
such paths, cancellation occurs, the length is decreased.
Of course the magnitude of the cancellation depends on the curvature.
The purpose of this paper is to precisely compute the effects of this can-
cellation due to random holonomy in two interesting cases. The main result
is a precise estimate on this effect which turns on the computation of the
spectrum for an analog, on projective space, of the harmonic oscillator
operator of quantum mechanics. As a result of this computation, we obtain
sharp bounds on the norm of the integral operator Kt defined by the kernel
kt (‘$, ‘")=E‘$[P&1t | ‘t=‘"].
This in turn allows us to compare bounds on the decay of L p norms for
solutions of the horizontal heat equation with the corresponding bounds
for the scalar heat equation, and to determine the contribution of cancella-
tion due to random holonomy to this decay.
This paper will be devoted to precise results for Hopf fiberings and the
associated universal bundles over complex and quaternion projective space.
In a following paper, we shall show how these results can be used through
comparison to estimate the extent to which random holonomy accelerates
decay of L p norms and smoothing for solutions of the horizontal heat
equation in more general settings. The complex and quaternionic projective
spaces are examples of compact (rank one) symmetric spaces. In [9]
Brownian motion and its horizontal lift are studied on non-compact
symmetric spaces.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 consists of certain
geometric preliminaries and establishes notational conventions that will be
used throughout the rest. Section 3 introduces certain bundles associated
with the Hopf fibration with which we shall work. Section 4 concerns the
horizontal heat flow for these bundles, and the corresponding stochastic
parallel transport. This section contains the first main result which reduces
the problem to that of computing the spectrum for the analog of the har-
monic oscillator on projective space mentioned above. Finally in Section 5,
we carry out the computation of the spectrum for this operator, and obtain
our bounds, which are recorded there in Theorem 3.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let F denote either C, the complex numbers, or H, the quaternions. For
z # F, denote z the complex, resp. quaternion conjugate of z and
|z|=- zz
the length of z. The elements z of unit length form a group G(1) under
F-multiplication. This group is U(1) if F=C, and Sp(1) if F=H. Set
d[F]=dimR F, c[F]=dimR (Lie G(1)).
Thus d[C]=2, d[H]=4, c[C]=1 and c[H]=3. In terms of real coor-
dinates we write
z=x0+Ix1, for z # C,
and
z=x0+Ix1+Jx2+Kx3, for z # H.
Here I, J, K satisfy
I2=J 2=K2=&1,
and
IJ=&JI=K, JK=&KJ=I, KI=&IK=J.
Denote [za]na=1 coordinates on F
n. We write
za=AxaA,
where xaA are real coordinates, summation over repeated indices is under-
stood, and A=1, I, if F=C, and A=1, I, J, K, if F=H. Furthermore, we
set
dza=A dxaA, dz a=A dxaA, (2)
and

za
=A

xaA
,

z a
=A

xaA
. (3)
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Then
dza \ zb+=dz a \

z b+=d[F] $ab . (4)
Note that
dza \ z b+=dz a \

zb+={
0
&2$ab
if F=C,
if F=H.
(5)
In analogy with the complex case we say a matrix (hab) with coefficients
in F is hermitian if h ab=hba . A positive definite hermitian n_n-matrix (hab )
defines a hermitian metric on Fn by the formula
dl2=dzahab dz b.
The real part of this expression defines an inner product on the underlying
real vector space
haA, bB dxaA dxbB.
Using formula 2 and comparing types it is straightforward to check that
haA, bB=proj.B (Ahab )=Re(B Ahab ). (6)
It then follows that
Ahab =BhaA, bB . (7)
For example, if hab =x0+Ix1+Jx2+Kx3, then
(haA, bB)=\
x0
&x1
&x2
&x3
x1
x0
x3
&x2
x2
&x3
x0
x1
x3
x2
&x1
x0 + ,
where on the left hand side a and b are fixed and A, B label rows and
columns, respectively. Note that haA, bB=hbB, aA and that
|detF (hab )|d[F]=detR (haA, bB). (8)
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3. THE HOPF FIBRATION
For z: # F, the equation
z0z 0+z1z 1+ } } } +znz n=1, (9)
defines an S2n+1 or an S4n+3, depending on whether F=C or H. We will
call this manifold S. The group G(n+1) of linear, F-valued transformations
acting on the z’s on the right and preserving the quadratic form (9) is
U(n+1) in the first, and Sp(n+1) in the second case. The group Sp(1) of
unit quaternions is isomorphic to SU(2). In either case, the group G(1) acts
freely on the sphere S by (z0, ..., zn) u=(z0u, ..., znu), u # G(1). The quotient
of S by this action is the projective space in n dimensions over F, [10].
There are thus two sequences of Hopf principal fiber bundles:
?: S2n+1  PnC, with group U(1)
(10)
?: S4n+3  PnH, with group Sp(1)=SU(2).
We can put a metric on these projective spaces as follows. Take the
standard metric g0 on S, coming from the embedding of S in Fn+1. Then
TzS has a canonical decomposition
TzS=[(?*(z))
&1 (0?(z))]Horz ,
where Horz is the subspace orthogonal to the kernel of ?*(z) in TzS; ?*(z)
induces an isomorphism of Horz onto T?(z)Pn F. Since g0 is invariant under
the action of G(1) we can uniquely define a metric on projective space by
declaring ?
*
|Hor to be an isometry. The Hopf fibrations then become
Riemannian submersions [8]. The distribution Horz defines a connection
| on the G(1)-principal bundle.
Assuming z0{0 one can introduce a local trivialization of the sphere (9)
by writing z0=\u and za=‘az0, where \=|z0|>0 and a=1, ..., n. It
follows from these definitions that u # G(1) and \&2=1+a ‘a‘ a. The
‘’s are inhomogeneous coordinates on projective space. We call this
coordinate system on projective space ,0 . Note that ,0 maps U=
[z # Pn F : z0{0] onto Fn. The Riemannian line element on the sphere is
dl2= :
n
:=0
dz: dz :
and may be computed in terms of u and ‘a [11],
dl2=ds2&|2,
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where
|=u du + 12 \
2u :
a
(‘ad‘ a&(d‘a) ‘ a) u
and
ds2=d‘ahab d‘ b,
with
hab =\4 (\&2 $ab&‘ a‘b). (11)
For F=C the hermitian metric h is a Ka hler metric, [10], in fact, it is the
well known FubiniStudy metric. Note that P1C and P1H are dif-
feomorphic to S2 and S4, respectively. In these cases h=14 g0 . Thus for
the Ka hler metric h the spheres S 2 and S4 have radius 12. A more
geometric way to see this is by noticing that the volume of S 3 is 2?2, the
volume of S1 is 2? and thus the volume of the quotient is ?, which is the
volume of a 2-sphere with radius 12. One checks readily that
ha b=\&2 ($ab+‘ a‘b). (12)
Using (6) we obtain from the hermitian metric h the Riemannian metric
given by the matrix h=(haA, bB). The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2 on Pn F
applied to a smooth function f : PnF  R with support in the coordinate
chart U can then be written as
&2f =
1
- h

xaA \(- h haA, bB+

xbB
f + .
Here h&1=(haA, bB) and - h=- det(haA, bB). In particular, the second
order term of &2 is
haA, bB
2
xaA xbB
, (13)
and the first order term of &2 is given by
1
- h \

xaA
(- h haA, bB)+ xbB . (14)
Brownian motion x=[xs , s0] on the Riemannian manifold (PnF, h)
is an Pn F-valued (minimal) diffusion process whose infinitesimal generator
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is &122 [6]. Thus, locally on U, xs=[xaAs ] is the solution of the
stochastic differential equation (in the sense of Ito^)
dxaAs =_
aA
bB (xs) db
bB
s +
1
2
1
- h \

xbB
(- h hbB, aA)+ ds, (15)
where _=(_aAbB) is a smooth square root of h=(h
aA, bB). We define the
hermitian Brownian motion ‘=[‘s , s0] by
‘as =A x
aA
s . (16)
Using (7) and (3) it follows that ‘ is a solution to the stochastic differential
equation
d‘as =d (local martingale)+
1
2
1
- h \

‘ b
(- hhb a)+ ds. (17)
Its quadratic covariation is given by
d‘ as } d‘
b
s =A B dx
aA
s } dx
bB
s
=A B haA, bB(‘s) ds
=:
A
A Aha b (‘s)=d[F] ha b (‘s). (18)
Theorem 1. The Pn F-Brownian motion ‘s=(‘as , 1an) is a local
martingale in the coordinate system (U, ,0) if F=C. If F=H then it has
Ito^-decomposition
d‘as =d (local martingale)&2\
&2‘a ds. (19)
In both cases we have
d‘ as } d‘
b
s =d[F] \
&2 ($ab+‘ as ‘
b
s ) ds. (20)
Proof. It follows from (17) that in order to calculate the drift term of
‘s we need to calculate
1
2
1
- h \

‘ b
(- h hb a)+ .
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It is straightforward to compute detF (hab )=\2+2n. Hence, by (8),
- h=- det(haA, bB)=\d[F](1+n). (21)
Thus
- h hb a=\d[F](1+n)&2 ($ba+‘ b‘a).
Note that in our notation (‘ b) ‘ b=d[F] and

‘ b
‘b={0&2
if F=C,
if F=H.
It follows that

‘ b
\d[F](1+n)&2=&(d[F](1+n)&2) \d[F](1+n)‘b
and

‘ b
($ba+‘ b‘a)=(d[F](n&1)+2) ‘a.
Hence

‘ b
(\d[F](1+n)&2 ($ba+‘ b‘a))
=

‘ a
\d[F](1+n)&2+\ ‘ b \d[F](1+n)&2+ ‘ b‘a
+\d[F](1+n)&2

‘ b
(‘ b‘a)
={0&4\4+4n‘a
if F=C,
if F=H.
(22)
This implies that ‘as is a local martingale if F=C, and (19), if F=H. The
formula (20) follows from (18) and (12). K
Remark 1. That ‘as is a local martingale in the coordinate system
(U, ,0) if F=C, or equivalently, that 2 has no first order part when written
in these coordinates, is a consequence of the Ka hler property, [6].
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The radial process r=[rs , s0] defined by
r2s =:
a
‘as ‘
a
s
satisfies by Ito^’s rule
d(r2s )=:
a
(‘as d‘
a
s +d‘
a
s‘
a
s )+:
a
d‘as } d‘
a
s . (23)
We rewrite this using (20) as
d(r2s )=2rs (1+r
2
s ) dms+d[F](1+r
2
s )(n+r
2
s ) ds, (24)
where the real 1-dimensional process ms has differential
dms=
a (‘
a d‘ a+d‘a‘ a)
2rs (1+r2s )
. (25)
Denote the decomposition of the semimartingale ms into local martingale
and drift by
ms=Ms+Ds . (26)
If F=C, then it follows from Theorem 1 that Ds=0. If F=H, then (19)
implies that
dDs=&2rs ds.
To calculate the quadratic covariation of ms and other processes we shall
encounter we have the following
Lemma 1. For the PnF-Brownian motion ‘s we have
:
a, b
‘as d‘
a
s } ‘
b
s d‘
b
s ={0&2r2s (1+r2s )2 ds
if F=C,
if F=H,
(27)
:
a, b
‘as d‘
a
s } (d‘
b
s ) ‘
b
s =d[F] r
2
s (1+r
2
s )
2 ds, (28)
:
a, b
(d‘as ) ‘
a
s } ‘
b
s d‘
b
s =d[F] r
2
s (1+r
2
s )
2 ds, (29)
:
a, b
(d‘as ) ‘
a
s } (d‘
b
s ) ‘
b
s ={0&2r2s (1+r2s )2 ds
if F=C,
if F=H.
(30)
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Proof. By definition
:
a, b
‘as d‘
a
s } ‘
b
s d‘
b
s = :
a, b
‘as A ‘
b
s B dx
aA } dxbB
= :
a, b
‘as A ‘
b
s B h
aA, bB ds
= :
a, b, A
‘as A ‘
b
s h
a bA ds, (31)
where we used (7) in the last equality. Substituting (12) we get
:
a, b
‘as d‘
a
s } ‘
b
s d‘
b
s =(1+r
2
s )
2 :
a, A
‘as A ‘
a
s A ds. (32)
Now it is an easy exercise to check that for z # F, A zAzA is real and that,
in fact,
:
A
zAzA={0&2zz
if F=C,
if F=H.
Equation (27) now follows. The proof of (30) is analogous. Next, for (29),
:
a, b
(d‘as ) ‘
a
s } ‘
b
s d‘
b
s = :
a, b
A‘ as ‘
b
s B h
aA, bB ds
= :
a, b, A
A‘ as ‘
b
s h
a bA ds
=(1+r2s )
2 :
a, A
A‘ as ‘
a
s A ds
=d[F] r2s (1+r
2
s )
2 ds, (33)
where we used (7) and (12) as above. Finally, (28) is a straightforward
application of the definitions. K
From Lemma 1 now follows
dms } dms=ds. (34)
By Le vy’s characterization, the real 1-dimensional local martingale Ms is a
Brownian motion.
Corollary 1. Let Ms be the local martingale defined in (25) and (26).
Then Ms is a 1-dimensional real standard Brownian motion. Furthermore, if
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F=C, then the radial process rs is a strong solution to the stochastic differen-
tial equation
d(r2s )=2rs (1+r
2
s ) dMs+2(1+r
2
s )(n+r
2
s ) ds.
If F=H, then the radial process is a strong solution to
d(r2s )=2rs (1+r
2
s ) dMs+4n(1+r
2
s ) ds.
By Ito^’s rule
drs=d(- r2s )=
d(r2s )
2rs
&
d(r2s ) } d(r
2
s )
8r3s
.
A straightforward calculation using Corollary 1 now gives
drs=(1+r2s ) dMs+
1+r2s
2 \
d[F] n&1
rs
+(2&c[F]) r+ ds. (35)
From this we can read off the radial part 2r of 2,
2r=(1+r2)2
d 2
dr2
+(1+r2s ) \d[F] n&1rs +(2&c[F]) r+
d
dr
. (36)
Lemma 2. Assume that the PnF-Brownian motion [‘s , s0] starts at a
fixed point in the coordinate chart U. With probability 1,
‘s # U, for all s0.
Proof. Following [5, Sect. 5.5] we calculate the scale function p(r) of
the radial process rs . Let
_(r)=1+r2
be the diffusion coefficient of rs and
b(r)=
1+r2
2 \
d[F] n&1
r
+(2&c[F]) r+
the drift coefficient of rs . Then
p(x)=|
x
x0
exp \&|
!
x0
2b(r)
_(r)2
dr+ d!.
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Here x0 is a fixed point in (0, ). A calculation gives
p(x)=|
x
x0 \
!
x0+
1&d[F] n
\1+!
2
1+x20+
d[F] n+c[F]&3
d!. (37)
We find by inspection that for F=C, H, and n=1, 2, ...
lim
x  0
p(x)=&, lim
x  
p(x)=+.
This implies that, with probability 1, the radial process does not explode
in finite time. Since the image of U under ,0 is Fn, the lemma now
follows. K
4. HORIZONTAL HEAT-FLOW FOR THE HOPF FIBRATION
Associated to the principal bundle (10) is the universal vector bundle
p: U  PnF [12]. U is the disjoint union of the 1-dimensional subspaces in
Fn+1 and p is the natural projection given by p(v)=l, if v is a vector in the
line l, and l is considered as a point in projective space. The connection |
gives rise to a covariant derivative { on U,
{: 1(U)  T*PnF1(U),
where 1(U) denotes the space of smooth sections. Using the metric h we
define the horizontal Laplacian 2H as
2H={*{.
We are interested in the horizontal heat equation for a section u of U, with
initial value f # 1(U),
u
t
=&
1
2
2Hu; u(0, } )= f. (38)
As is well known, [4], one can represent solutions of (38) by taking
expectations of an appropriate stochastic process.
We define the stochastic parallel transport P=[Ps , s0] along the
PnF-Brownian motion ‘s relative to the connection | as follows. Using the
local section u=1 we pull back | to get a connection 1-form |$ on our
chart on PnF. Thus
|$= 12 \
2 :
a
(‘a d‘ a&(d‘a) ‘ a).
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The process Ps is given by the solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dPs=&
a (‘
a
s ‘
a
s &(‘
a
s ) ‘
a
s )
2(1+r2s )
Ps (39)
with initial condition P0=1 # G(1). Here ‘as denotes the Stratonovich
differential.
Lemma 3. The Ito^-stochastic differential equation for the stochastic
parallel transport on PnF is
dPs=&
a (‘
a
s d‘
a
s &(d‘
a
s ) ‘
a
s )
2(1+r2s )
Ps&
c(F)
2
r2s Ps ds. (40)
Proof. Denote by ws the purely imaginary process defined by the
Stratonovich integral
wt=|
t
0
a (‘
a
s ‘
a
s &(‘
a
s ) ‘
a
s )
2(1+r2s )
. (41)
Then we need to show that (1) the Stratonovich integral is the same as the
Ito^-integral, and (2)
dws } dws=&c[F] r2s . (42)
Both of these follow straightforwardly from repeated applications of
Lemma 1. K
Remark 2. Statement (1) in the above proof says that the vector field
dual to the 1-form |$ is divergence free.
Lemma 4. The line integral process wt defined in (41) is a local mar-
tingale for F=C, H. Furthermore, the local martingale wt is orthogonal to
the real 1-dimensional Brownian motion Ms in Corollary 1.
Proof. The 1-form |$ annihilates the radial direction, that is if we apply
it to a vector field which is the gradient of a function which only depends
on the radius we get 0. The local martingale property then follows from
Theorem 1. The orthogonality is a consequence of the definitions of ws ,
Ms , and Lemma 1. K
The orthogonality will be crucial because by combination with an
appropriate time change we get independence. We now have our first main
result.
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Theorem 2. Denote [Ps , s0] stochastic parallel translation along the
PnF-Brownian motion started at ‘$. Then
E‘0=‘$[Pt]=E‘0=‘$ _exp \&c[F]2 |
t
0
r2s ds+& , (43)
where E‘0=‘$ denotes the expectation for Brownian motion started at ‘$.
Furthermore, if E[.|‘t=0] denotes expectation relative to Brownian motion
conditioned to be at 0 at time t, we also have
E‘0=‘$[Pt | ‘t=0]=E‘0=‘$ _exp \&c[F]2 |
t
0
r2s ds+ }‘t=0& . (44)
Proof. We will use time-change and independence properties as in [6,
Example 6.1]. Let
a(t)=|
t
0
r2s ds,
and let , be the inverse function of a. Then, under the time-change ,, the
local martingale ws becomes an imaginary Brownian motion w~ (on
Lie G(1)) with differential given by
dw~ s=r&1s dws .
Note that this Brownian motion has quadratic variation differential c[F]
ds. The time changed process is still orthogonal to Ms . Since both pro-
cesses are now Brownian motions they are independent. This is obvious if
F=C since then ws has real dimension 1. If F=H, then one can decompose
ws into I, J, and K component and then show that they are orthogonal
local martingales with the same quadratic variation r2s ds and all
orthogonal to Ms , [2]. Let P s=P,(s) . Then P solves the Ito^ equation
dP s=&dw~ sP s&
c[F]
2
P s ds.
Since P is a strong solution of the above equation it is measurable with
respect to w~ and so is independent of a(t). Thus E[P t]=exp(&
c[F]
2 t) and
E[Pt]=E[P a(t)]=|

0
E[P a(t) | a(t)=u] m(du)
=E[e&(c[F]2) a(t)], (45)
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where we used the independence of P and a in the last equality. Equation
43 now follows.
Conditioning Brownian motion so that ‘t=0 can be achieved by means
of a Doob h-transform, [3, Sect. II,d]. This involves an additional
drift term in the Ito^-equation for ‘s . For example, if F=H, then
Brownian motion on Pn H conditioned to arrive at 0 at time t solves the
Ito^ equation
d‘s=d(local martingale)&2\&2‘s ds+grad log pt&s (‘s , 0) ds. (46)
The additional drift term which achieves the conditioning is the logarithmic
gradient of the scalar heat-kernel pt (‘, ‘$) of PnF. Since PnF is a rank one
symmetric space pt (‘, 0) depends on ‘ only through r2=‘ ‘. Thus
grad log pt&s (‘s , 0)=‘s f (rs , s), for some real function f. If we now
calculate the differential ‘as ‘
a
s &(‘
a
s ) ‘
a
s for the conditional process we see
that the extra drift term of ‘ makes no contribution:
‘as ‘
a
s f (rs , s) ds&‘
a
s f (rs , s) ds ‘
a
s =0.
Thus the form of the equation for the stochastic parallel transport is
unchanged if we go from the unconditioned to the conditioned Brownian
motion. In particular, the line integral wt , (41), is still a local martingale
and the same time change as above turns it into a Brownian motion.
Furthermore, we see from (46) that the equation for the conditional
radial process differs from the equation given in Corollary 1 only by the
additional drift term 2r2s f (rs , s) ds. Thus rs , and hence as are still
measurable with respect to the _-algebra generated by the 1-dimensional
Brownian motion Ms and the independence argument goes through as
before. K
A solution to the horizontal heat equation (38) is given by
u(‘$, t)=E‘$[P&1t f (‘t)]
=|
Pn F
E‘$[P&1t | ‘t=‘"] f (‘") pt (‘$, ‘") - h d‘". (47)
Here pt (., .) is the scalar heat kernel on PnF.
We will now study the Wiener functional in the above theorem. We will
use analytic tools to study it. We will find the spectrum and eigenfunctions
of the associated ODE.
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5. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR ON PROJECTIVE SPACE
By (36), the ordinary differential equation associated to (44) is given by
the operator
L(*)=
(1+r2)2
2
d 2
dr2
+
1+r2
2 \
d[F] n&1
r
+(2&c[F]) r+ ddr&
c[F]
2
r2&*.
(48)
Here the first two terms are the radial part of &12 the scalar Laplacian,
the third term comes from the oscillator potential (that is the average
holonomy) and the last is the prospective eigenvalue. In the coordinate to
r=tan %, % # [0, ?2) we have
d
d%
=(1+r2)
d
dr
,
d 2
d%2
=(1+r2)2
d 2
dr2
+2r(1+r2)
d
dr
.
Thus (48) becomes
L% (*)=
1
2
d 2
d%2
+
1
2
((d[F] n&1) cot %&c[F] tan %)
d
d%
&
c[F]
2
tan2 %&*.
(49)
Changing coordinates once more to (zonal) u=cos %, u # (0, 1], we can
write L(*) as
1
2
(1&u2)
d 2
du2
+\c[F]2u &
1
2
(d[F] n+c[F]) u+ ddu&
c[F](1&u2)
2u2
&*.
Multiplying by u2 gives
u2 \12&
1
2
u2+ d
2
du2
+u \c[F]2 &
1
2
(d[F] n+c[F]) u2+ ddu
+\&c[F]2 +\
c[F]
2
&*+ u2+ . (50)
We write this as
u2g2 (u)
d 2
du2
+ug1 (u)
d
du
+ g0 (u).
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The indicial equation
1
2
r(r&1)+
c[F]
2
r&
c[F]
2
=0
has solutions r12=+1&c[F]. The solutions of L(*) y=0 are given by
C1y1+C2y2 with
y1=u :
k0
ck uk, c0=1,
and
y2=u&c[F] :
k0
ck*uk, c0*=1.
For bounded solutions we need C2=0. Set y= y1 . Then [7, p. 81] we get
the conditions
:
k
+=0
c+ :
2
&=0 \
1++
& + &! a (&)k&+=0, (51)
where
g& (u)= :
+0
a (&)+ u
+.
Note that a (2)0 =12, a
(2)
2 =&12, a
(1)
0 =c[F]2, a
(1)
2 =&(d[F] n+c[F])2,
a(0)0 =&c[F]2, a
(0)
2 =c[F]2&* and a
(&)
k =0 for k{0, 2. Thus (51) is
ck&2 :
2
&=0 \
k&1
& + &! a (&)2 +ck :
2
&=0 \
k+1
& + &! a (&)0 =0.
Now,
:
2
&=0 \
k&1
& + &! a (&)2 =
c[F]
2
&
k&1
2
(d[F] n+k&2+c[F])&*.
Since k=2, 4, 6, ... it is convenient to set k=2(m+1). Then m=0, 1, 2, ...
and c2m+2=0, if
*n, m={&n(1+2m)&2m(m+1)&2n(1+2m)&2m(m+2)
if F=C,
if F=H.
(52)
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The groundstate is
*n, 0={&n if F=C,&2n if F=H.
Theorem 3. The kernel
kt (‘$, 0)=E‘0=‘$ _exp \&c[F]2 |
t
0
r2s ds+ } ‘t=0&
on PnF decays exponentially in t with rate n if F=C, and with rate 2n if
F=H.
Remark 3. The ODE (49) can be reduced to a hypergeometric equa-
tion [1]. After a change of coordinates, the eigenfunction to the eigenvalue
*n, m is F(m+n+1, &m; n; x) for F=C, and F(m+2(n+1), &m; 2n; x)
for F=H. These are in fact Jacobi polynomials,
P (n&1, 1)m (z)=\m+n&1m + F(m+n+1, &m; n; (1&z)2) (F=C),
(53)
P (2n&1, 2)m (z)=\m+2n&1m + F(m+2(n+1), &m; 2n; (1&z)2) (F=H).
Remark 4. It is worth noting that one can completely compute the
spectrum and eigenfunctions of the operator
H=
1
2
2+
c[F]
2
r2, (54)
where 2 is the positive scalar Laplacian on projective space and r the radial
coordinate in inhomogeneous coordinates as above, without restriction to
the subspace of radial functions. This is because, in inhomogeneous coor-
dinates one can separate variables, and compute the spectrum and eigen-
functions of (54) using exactly the method described here in the radial case,
corresponding to spherical harmonics of degree 0.
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